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Miguel Carini ,
Transoceanic traveler, universal spirit
Rodrigo Gutiérrez Viñuales, Professor of Art History at the University of Granada .

“Traveler, there are no paths; you make your path as you walk.” Miguel  Carini is an artist who 
responds perfectly to the truth in these immortal lines set down by Antonio Machado, but he 
goes even further; he manages to transcend it in multiple directions and extremes, inner and 
outer, spiritual and tangible.  He has made a universal poem of his art, of his Latin American 
roots.  We have observed in recent years, often in conversations with him, that the sources of 
his inspiration are versatile and full of emotional implications:  the calm of nature and urban 
rhythms.  His first art teacher, Demetrio Urruchúa and other big names of Argentine art, 
the Mexican artists Rufino Tamayo and Francisco Toledo, and many others, along with an 
endless list of writers and their work have influenced his thought, which he has repeatedly, 
religiously transformed into visual images.  Leopoldo Marechal, Carlos Fuentes, Alfonsina 
Storni, Eduardo Galeano ... mingle in his memory and are always ready to transcend onto 
paper.  All this constitutes a well-established foundation on which Carini began to shape his 
own personal form of expression.   Today it is genuinely unique to him and is enriched with 
the sap from these roots, in addition to his life experiences, and constitutes the bedrock from 
which his art springs forth.  Miguel Carini branches out from the face of the earth to delve into 
mysterious realms ( they may be mysterious for us, but he knows them very well ), and from 
them emerge a vision of the magic of his soul.  It is no longer just the recognizable territory 
of our pluralistic Latin America, but its depths and vastness, the language of the seas and 
the starry skies of the continent, water and its labyrinth, circles of algae forming an endless 
spiral,  lovers imbued with nature, immersed in the beaches or fused among dragonflies; the 
presence of ancestors and superior forces tangled in peculiar worldviews;  mythical entities 
such as the tragedy of Alfonsina Storni that haunts Carini with its eternal secret between land 
and sea, between the vital despair  and the release of suicide as escape to heaven, drama from 
which he wisely knows how to extract everything the poetry contains. There are powers that 
come from these elements and the stars, composed of human beings, fauna and flora, either 
on its visible surface, in the ocean or in the constellations.  These are all the recurring themes 
in the artist’s work, and are reaffirmed not only through renewed artistic languages that over 
time reach a final significance much more solid in their perception.  Miguel Carini maps out 
Latin American essences from his own universe that emerge from the inside out,  a process 
of assimilation and internal transformation where the final stage is the expressive expulsion 
fixed on paper, sculpted paper, which generates a three-dimensionality of the surface; a 
surface that shakes and stirs with various hues of brown, plausible expression both of land 
and sea, along with deep blue, and a wide diversity of shades, born of an artist proficient in 
the art of transparencies, naked thought, Latin American sentiment and universal art, which 
are the ultimate values of this transatlantic traveler who is Miguel Carini



Paints
Oil, tempera & pastels



”The Long Road to Spawning” 
Technique: oil on canvas
Size:  150 x 150 



“The Red Line of Destiny”
Technique: oil on canvas 

Size: 100 x 70



“Fable”
Technique: tempera + oil on canvas
Size: 116 x 89 cm.



”Argentine Triptych ´78”
Technique: encaustic painting + collagraph + monotype
Sizes: 40 x 30 each one



”Trans-oceanic Travelers”
Technique: oil on canvas
Size: 50 x 65 cm



“At 5 He comes to Greet Me”
Technique: tempera + oil on canvas
Size: 73 x 92 cm.



”The Violinists of Santiago”  
Technique: pastel on canvas
Size: 100 x 100



” Alfonsina’s Embrace”
Technique: pastel on canvas
Size: 100 x 100



“Caiapó” 
Technique: pastel on canvas
Size: 100 x 100 cm



”The Lovers of 
Zumpa Beach”
Technique: pastel 
on canvas
Size: 100 x 100

” The Lovers of 
Zumpa Beach II”
Technique: pastel 
on canvas
Size: 87 x 87 cm



”The Writer from the Red Earth”
Technique: pastel on canvas
Size: 100 x 100



Engraves
monotype, xilography, 

collagraph, etching, aquatint.



“The Sorceress Evoking the South”
Technique: aquatint + xilography on handmade paper by artist.
Size: 42 x 42 cm



“The Dark Magnolia of 
your Womb” On Lorca
Technique: cromo-
xilography on paper of 
250 gr. 
Size: 70 x 50 cm.

“Night in Temperley”
Technique: cromo-
xilography on paper of 
250 gr.
Size: 56 x 76 cm

First Price of engraving 

in the 10º Annual art 

contest Entrepreneurs 

Center in Cadiz in 2008.



“Postcards in an Envelope”
Technique: aquatint + xilography + embossed on paper of 250 gr.
Size: 76 x 56  cm



“America of the Yellow Dawns”
Tecnique: collagraph + xilography on paper of 250 gr.
Size: 30 x 87 cm

“Our Lips”
Technique: cromoxilography on handmade paper by artist 
Size: 62 x 62  cm



“Barren”
Technique: collagraph on paper of 250 gr.
Size: 76 x 56 cm.



Artist        books



“All the kisses to you”
Artist book, technique: 
Collagraph + xilography 
+ digital font.



“Rayuela” (Hopscotch)
Artist’s Book, technique: Aquatint + etching + woo-
dcut on hand-made paper + Woodcut printed Cover, 
hand stitched. Made in collaboration with the artist 
José M. Peña.



“Rayuela” (Hopscotch)
Artist’s Book, techni-
que:  4 interior prints  
in both sides, on the 
following themes
1- Maga
2- The exile
3- Friends
4- París
Protective box printed 
with wooden letters  + 
interior colophon
Protective sleeve with 
relief.  On 300 gram 
Super Alfa paper.
One-of-a-kind copy. 
Done in collaboration 
with the artist José M. 
Peña.



Artwork with handmade paper and engrave 
different techniques inspired on Rayuela´s 

novel by Julio Cortázar.



114 x 56 cm

“Broken Rayuela”



114 x 56 cm

“Chapter 7”



114 x 56 cm
“Oliveira”



114 x 56 cm
“South to Maga”



Cádiz Newspaper · 2008, May 30 th

Press



Ideal Newspaper· 2005, May   9 th 



Ideal Newspaper· 2006, November 6 th



Foco Sur Magazine · Nº 124 · 2007, June.



Cronology
Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina,  21 Abril, 1948

As from 1999, resides and works in Granada Spain.

He studied paint with Demetrio Urruchúa y Ernesto Murillo teachers , graphic techniques in metal 
with Alicia Scavino, and graphic techniques in wood with Osvaldo Jalil.

He studied the ceramic speciality in the Fine Arts school of Avellaneda in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

In 1982 he studied “Fresh paint” (old technique) in The Fine Arts University  of Buenos Aires Argentina.

Since 1974 to 1999 he did individual and collective exhibitions in Argentina, Uruguay and Brasil. 

Miguel Carini´s work it´s part of the collections of important museums in América and Europe and 
private collections too and he won a lot of important international prizes.

AWARDS AND COLLECTIONS

- First Prize Acquisition Competition at the 13th Annual 2011 Fine Arts of the Confederation of Emplo-

yers of the province of Cádiz, Painting Section.

- Second Prize Acquisition 41st International Painting Prize 2011, the Museo Rafael Zabaleta. Quesada, 

Jaén. Award “ Caviedes Hidalgo “.

- First Prize 10th Annual Arts Contest . Confederation of Employers of the Province of Cadiz. Discipline: 

Engraving. 2008.

- Special Mention of the Jury. I Arches Engraving Biennial, Museum Mainz, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 

2008.

- Honorable Mention Collection GravatContratalla IV International Biennial, Tarragona, Spain. 2008.

- Honorable Mention Collection GravatContratalla III International Biennial, Taragona, Spain. 2006.

- Diploma of Honor, “Art and Multimedia BCN “. Network Consulting Bureau. Conference Hall. Sociedad 

Rural Argentina. Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1998.

- First Prize “Contributions to the city”. Margarita Nelken Association. Atarfe . Granada. Spain. 1999.

- Drawing Prize, “ New Developments Salon “ Encouragement of Fine Arts Society. Buenos Aires. Argen-

tina. 1978.

- Collection Centre for Contemporary Culture and University Extension and Sport , University of Grana-



da, includes in their patrimony the work “ The Astounding Beauty.” 2013.

- Collection Fernando Martin. “ Yabebirí “. Artists’ book. Seville. 2013.

- Collection, Mission Institute of Culture and the Knowledge Centre, add to their patrimony the play 

“The Surubí , Friend of the Alligators “, belonging to the “ Suite Quiroga ,” exhibited at Missiones in 2011 

- Collection “ House of Books “, San Juan de Puerto Rico, acquired two books of “ Hopscotch”. 2010.

- Collection “ Living Art “ Otero -Herrera. Spain. Colombia. Guatemala. 2010.

- Water Collection Hotel Ladron. Granada. 2008.

- Collection Library Stanford University, California. U.S. 2008.

- Collection Wilfredo Geigel. San Juan de Puerto Rico. 2007.

- Collection of the New Mexico Library. U.S. 2007.

- Collection 4th Biennial International do Gravura do Douro, Stash. Portugal. 2007.

- International Biennial Gravat Collection “ Josep de Ribera “. City of Xativa, Spain. 2005.

- Collection “ American Paper “. Viñuales - Bellido. 2005.

- Collection Alianze Française Belgrade Cultural Centre. 2002.

- Collection Fundación Caja Granada, Granada. Spain. 2001.

- National Print Museum Collection, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 1993.

- Selected Recorded Project-Painting-Sculpture- facilities. United Nations Programme for the UN Deve-

lopment of Artistic Proposals, “Workshop of Miracles “, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 1998.

- Collection of the Visual Arts Museum, Quilmes, Buenos Aires Province, Argentina. 1989.

- Selected and executed his mural project “ The Joys and Sorrows of Neighborhood,” Mutual Fine Arts 

Alumni, MEEBA, of the city of Buenos Aires, Argentina. 1982.


